Risk Scenarios Live! Uses Interactive Learning Format to Present Back Injury Case Study at the National Workers’ Compensation and Disability Conference

Healthesystems Chief Medical Officer Dr. Robert Goldberg is part of an expert panel that will make recommendations to the audience.

LAS VEGAS, Nev. (November 13, 2013) Risk & Insurance® magazine is sponsoring a unique learning experience at the National Workers’ Compensation and Disability Conference & Expo on November 20 at 11 a.m. at the Mandalay Bay Resort in Las Vegas. The Risk Scenarios Live! session will incorporate audience participation and an expert panel’s insights in an interactive presentation of a hypothetical yet realistic case study of a housekeeper’s back injury. The story will unfold through narration and video.

For the first time at the conference, the audience will participate in an educational session via live polling throughout a presentation. The panel of experts will isolate issues from the perspective of various stakeholders and offer recommendations. Panel members are Healthesystems Chief Medical Officer Robert Goldberg, MD, FACOEM, a nationally recognized occupational medicine specialist; Tracey Davanport RN, BSN, CCM, CLCP, director of national managed care at Argonaut Insurance Company; and Risk & Insurance Publisher and Executive Editor Matthew Kahn and Editor-in-Chief Dan Reynolds.

The program will chronicle the many twists and turns of a claim involving a routine back injury that escalates. Audience members will take home proactive strategies for heading off claims escalation as they listen to the experts pinpoint missed opportunities for early intervention. They will also be able to benchmark their responses to the questions posed in the live polling against the experts and their peers.

About Healthesystems

Healthesystems is a specialty provider of innovative medical cost management solutions for the workers’ compensation industry. The company’s comprehensive product portfolio includes a leading pharmacy benefit management (PBM) program, expert clinical review services, and a revolutionary ancillary benefits management (ABM) solution for prospectively managing ancillary medical services such as durable medical equipment (DME), home health, transportation and translation services. By leveraging innovation, powerful technology, clinical expertise and enhanced workflow automation tools, Healthesystems provides clients with flexible programs that reduce the total cost of medical care while improving the quality of care for injured workers. To learn more about Healthesystems or to sign up for the company’s newsletters, visit www.healthesystems.com or email info@healthesystems.com.

About National Workers’ Compensation and Disability Conference & Expo

Risk & Insurance® magazine and LRP Publications sponsor the annual educational event that brings together more than 6,000 workers’ compensation, insurance and disability-management professionals. Sessions feature nationally recognized experts who provide an in-depth look into the workers’ compensation industry’s top obstacles and deliver strategies to protect injured workers and minimize expenditures.